Abstract. Proposed is an algorithm for network security situation prediction (NSSP) based on adaptive clustering radical basis function (RBF) neural network. Experiment results show that, the proposed method not only reflects the general trend of network security situation, but also improves the prediction accuracy.
Introduction
Network security situation awareness（NSSA）is a technique that aims at providing the network entity with the ability to access, understand, and predict its security elements. It offers strategies to deal with network security threats and provides new ideas to build a seamless network security system [1, 2] .
To solve such technical problems of NSSA, and achieve a higher accuracy on predicting the network security situation awareness, this paper proposes an adaptive clustering RBF network security situation prediction method.
RBF Network Model
A typical structure of an RBF network is shown in Fig.1 . . . The RBF network output of the th i hidden node is given by:
where x is the input vector of the RBF network, i c is the center vector of the th i node, H is the number of hidden layer node, 
where ji w is the weight coefficient between the th j output node and the th i hidden node. j b is the threshold of the th j node in output layer.
Online Adaptive Mechanism
This paper presents a novel online adaptive clustering algorithm by taking the characteristics of network security situation into consideration. Algorithm takes the following steps:
Step1: The network security situation input sample is described by ( ) Step2: From the first sample of network security situation on, each sample point is regarded as a possible data center. Calculate the density index of sample points according to (4) , select the largest density index sample points as the first initial data center, and assume that ( )
Step3: For each of the remaining sample points j x , calculate the Euclidean distance r between j x and the determined cluster center in Step2. If
≤ , the sample point will be attached to the category which correspond to the center of this cluster, and execute ( ) ( )
Step4: Find out the rest network security situation samples that are not belong to any category, collect them as a new input sample collection X , and re-execute Step1, Step2, and Step3 in order.
Loop above process until ( )

B L Q
< , where Q is a predefined threshold.
Step5: For each network security posture category ( ) A i , calculate its center of gravity according to (5) .
c is the initial data center of hidden layer neurons. The data center of each hidden node is adaptively determined in section A. Then initialize the extended width of radial basis functions according to (6) 
where max c is the maximum distance among the initial data centers in the hidden layer . In this paper, we use the Gaussian function as the activation function. For a N dimension network security situation sample ( ) 1 2 , ,...,
, the output of the th i hidden node is:
The data center of hidden layer radial basis functions i c , the expanded width i σ , and the output layer weight coefficient ji w can be learned by Gradient descent method. The objective function of RBF neural network learning is defined as:
In the formula, kj y andˆk j y is the expected output and actual output of the th k network security posture samples in the th j node of the output layer, respectively. The system considers all training samples of network security situation. The derivative of (8) 
, respectively. The correction method of hidden layer neurons data center i c , expansion width i σ and the output layer weight coefficient ji w is:
where t is the training times, and η is the learning rate.
Simulation and Analysis
Network security situation calculation method is shown in Fig.2 .
Network Security Elements Frequency Statistics
The Definition and Calculation of Threat degree Simulated data sets adopt the hacker attack data captured by the network security department of a corporate. We set all kinds of network security incidents to the united level of threat. Then we can use security incident warning number as the situation values of the day [3] . According to the data provided by the company's security department, we found that a attack period is about three days, so the RBF network parameters of input layer and output layer can be set as follows:
(1) The RBF network input dimension N =3, the output dimension M =1. In order to avoid the negative impact of the large difference between the orders of the trend value, we use formula (15) to normalize the values which come from September 1, 2013 to December 1, 2013 (90 sample values). The normalized situation value is shown in Fig.3 . Fig.3 The normalize of network security situation values According to the normalized network security situation samples that have been adaptively clustered, the number of nodes in hidden layer can be derived as 6. Based on the data base from December 2, 2013 to December 15, 2013, we predict network security situation value using the trained RBF neural network. Proposed algorithm is compared with the K-means RBF neural network model [3] and the support vector machine (SVM) forecasting model [6] . The results are shown in Fig.4 . Figure 4 shows that the proposed method is more consistent with the real trend of network security situation. The proposed RBF network prediction model has a stronger extrapolated performance and improved prediction accuracy.
Next, we quantitatively compare the prediction performance of three prediction methods by using the absolute error indicators. Figure 5 , the prediction error of the proposed method is slightly larger than the other two methods in some individual points. But from the error curve, the absolute error is less than 0.04 in major prediction time. The prediction accuracy is significantly higher than the K-means RBF and SVM prediction model.
Conclusion
This paper presents a network security situation prediction method based on adaptive clustering RBF neural network. Simulation results show that proposed method can achieve high prediction accuracy and fit the network security situation well. Compared with the K-means RBF and the SVM prediction methods, proposed method can adaptively determine the neural network structure based on the real network environment. The superior forecasting performance of the proposed algorithm over existing methods is verified by simulations and calculation results. So it is more suitable for large-scale network environment network security situation prediction.
